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Gamecocks will need a 
balanced lineup tonight 
as they take on the No. 1 
Wildcats.
See page 9
The Mix talks one on 
one with Nick Prueher, 




























Engl ish professor Greg 
Forter explains his Quality 






Until last year’s budget cuts, Emily 
Hoppmann was a part-time adviser to USC 
pre-veterinary students and the director of 
the USC Pre-Veterinary Club. 
Due to the budget cuts, Hoppmann lost her 
part-time job advising USC pre-veterinarian 
school students. This also affected the pre-
veterinary organization because Hoppmann 
was the group’s unoffi cial adviser, said Eileen 
Korpita , director of the Office of Pre-
Professional Advising . Though it was active 
for a few years, the group disbanded when no 
one else could take over the leadership.
“Students really l iked meet ing with 
[Hoppmann],” Korpita said. “She has a lot 
of good contacts for students to get clinical 
experience.”
Hoppmann, who had been a paid part-time 
adviser for two years, now volunteers by 
answering students’ questions daily via e-mail 
and phone calls. She has continued advising 
students and lining up internships, and her 
work has given USC an offi cial partnership 
with a local veterinary clinic. 
“Budget cuts are being felt everywhere and 
I didn’t want to stop being the adviser just 
because my job was eliminated due to the 
cuts,” Hoppmann said. “I felt that students 
really deserve someone to help them with 
advising and picking out classes.” 
The state currently doesn’t have a vet 
school, although UGA reserves in-state spots 
for USC students under a contract. But that 
doesn’t mean USC students can’t become 
veterinarians, Hoppmann said.
Hoppmann recently volunteered Elam 
Animal Hospital, where she now works, l 
to be the offi cial clinic of USC. She began 
practicing at the full-service animal hospital 
six months ago after completing an internship 
in exotic animal medicine in Virginia. The 
clinic provides treatment and services for 
small animals such as dogs, cats, birds and 
exotics. It offers a 10 percent discount on all 
services for USC students.
E l a m  a l s o  o f f e r s  j ob - s h adow i n g 
opportunities for pre-veterinary students, 
which Hoppmann said will be helpful when 
applying for vet school. Experience in the fi eld 
accounts for about 25 percent of veterinary 
school applications, Hoppmann said.
“There is a void for pre-vet students,” 
Hoppmann said, noting that there was not 
a pre-veterinary adviser when she attended 
USC. 
In addition to losing Hoppmann and 
the pre-veterinary club, the Office of Pre-
Professional Advising lost another full-time 
adviser and had to cut back on programs 
after last year’s steep budget cuts, Korpita 
said. Hoppmann previously had offi ce hours 
every other week to meet with students, and 
she feels that the budget cuts have negatively 
impacted her ability to have a presence on 
campus.
“I do my best to be there for [the students],” 
she said.
In the future, Hoppmann said she would 
like to continue giving back to USC by 
advising students, offering positions at the 
animal hospital and possibly teaching at the 
University.
“I rea l ly bel ieve in [ USC] and it s 
programs,” Hoppmann said. “My father is 
the dean of USC School of Medicine, so I 
have been around medicine my entire life and 
have always loved the challenge of veterinary 
medicine with its multiple species.” 
Plan looks to involve 
students in community
Quality Enhancement Plan is combined 




Former adviser continues 
work with pre-vet students 
Sara Hartley
STAFF WRITER
Comments on this story? 
E-mail sagcknew@mailbox.sc.edu
Earthquake gives Haiti new start
Jeremy Aaron / THE DAILY GAMECOCK
Dr. Emily Hoppmann works at Elam Animal Hospital on Forest Drive and also volunteers her 
time as the pre-professional adviser for veterinarian students. 
Haiti’s most populous city of Port-
au-Prince is in a state of disarray. The 
country’s most severe earthquake in 
more than 200 years has resulted in 
the death of nearly 200,000 people and 
displaced close to 400,000. 
But according to Susan Cutter , 
Ph.D., a geography professor at 
USC , the disaster could be a chance 
to rebuild the impoverished country 
into a better place than it was before. 
Cutter is one of the nation’s foremost 
authorities on natural disasters and 
social vulnerability.
“We’re looking at an opportunity to 
rebuild a society that is more equitable 
and cares for its society,” Cutter said. 
“Think of it as rebuilding after World 
War II.”
Cut ter is  the d irector of the 
Hazards and Vulnerability Research 
Institute , a research and training 
center that analyzes disaster risk 
based on geographical information. 
The epicenter of the magnitude 7.0 
earthquake was just 10 miles west of 
Port-au-Prince .
Cutter said a major reason for the 
large-scale destruct ion from the 
earthquake was due to poorly built 
buildings in Port-au-Prince. The city’s 
capital building, several ministerial 
buildings and at least one hospital were 
all destroyed by the earthquake.
“ T he i r  b u i ld i n g s  w e r e  no t 
constructed well or to current codes 
that we would expect in places that had 
Paul Bowers / THE DAILY GAMECOCK
Professor Greg Forter proposes more service learning courses.
Destruction due largely 




The Quality Enhancement Plan, part of USC’s 
accreditat ion-renewal process, is a blueprint for 
improving the university that will be cobbled together 
from four faculty-written proposals.
   Over the past week, we have explored three of those 
proposals. Today we look at a fi nal one: “Knowledge 
for Social Change: A Faculty, Student, Community 
Collaborative.” All of the proposals can be downloaded 
at www.sc.edu/provost/qep. 
No school is an island — so goes the reasoning behind 
Greg Forter’s QEP proposal, “Knowledge for Social 
Change.”
Forter, an English professor, sees gaps at USC, and 
he is call ing for the university to bridge them. For 
the gaps between academic schools, he proposes more 
interdisciplinary courses. For the gap between the campus 
and Columbia, he proposes more service-learning and 
community-oriented research courses.
“It is in part a service-learning initiative, but one that aims 
to redefi ne what we mean by ‘service learning,’” Forter writes 
in his proposal.
Forter said USC’s Women’s Well-Being Init iat ive, 
launched in 2001, is a good example of what service learning 
has the potential to be. From running art workshops with 
juvenile offenders to helping high school students compile 
community histories, students and faculty have had chances 
to see what issues are impacting the lives of women and girls 
in West Columbia.
Graduate student Beth Fadeley, who is the Women’s Well-
Being Initiative program coordinator, said the socioeconomic 
and racial differences between Columbia and West Columbia 
have made for a strong learning and serving experience.
“There are things out there, problems out there that need 
to be solved, and one of the fi rst things you need to do is 
learn what the problems are, who the people are,” Fadeley 
said. “That’s part of being an adult.”
Forter said he thinks many existing courses can be adapted 
to fi t the interdisciplinary service-research model. He said a 
class on U.S. history since WWII, for example, could require 
students to speak with Columbia-area people who were part 
of the civil rights movement and create an oral history. They 
could even help plan a civil rights museum.
For students, this would all be optional. Nowhere in 
the proposal does Forter mention making such courses a 
requirement for graduation. Still, the proposal references 
studies that show students who participate in service learning 
get higher grades and are more satisfi ed with their courses.
At the ideological core of Forter’s proposal are four 
themes: racial equality, gender empowerment, developmental 
sustainability, and global citizenship. As with Doyle Stevick’s 
Haiti ● 2
Rodrigo Abd / The Associated Press
Destruction from the magnitude 7.0 earthquake that struck Haiti has South 
Carolinians investigating probability of a similar disaster occurring in S.C.
NEWS
QEP proposal “Fostering 
G l o b a l  E n g a g e m e n t ,” 
Forter’s is built on the idea 
that an education is about 
more than receiving training 
in a marketable skill.
“This is the kind of project 
that speaks to people’s better 
angels,” Forter said. “That’s 
not incompatible with having 
a better career.”
Forter’s proposal is the 
only one of the four that 
includes a cost estimate. In 
addition to $370,000 over the 
next fi ve years for such items 
as teaching grants, training 
seminars, and guest lectures, 
he mentions the need for 
offi ce space, computers, two 
full-t ime staf f members, 
and two graduate student 
assistants.
T h i s  p u t s  t h e  f i n a l 
estimate well over $400,000, 
compared to the $500,000 
t h a t  V ic e  P r o v o s t  f o r 
Underg raduate  St ud ie s 
Helen Doerpinghaus said 
the university might spend 
on the QEP overall.
“My understanding is that 
the university understands 
that it wil l cost a lot of 
money to get this thing 
going,” Forter said.
Jeremy Aaron / THE DAILY GAMECOCK
USC students join together in an impromptu drumline on the Horseshoe.
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Charleston charm threatened
Worst oil spill in 15 years













 As South Carolina’s cruise industry expands, some 
worry more ships and people could hurt the charm 
that draws visitors to Charleston in the fi rst place.
The South Carolina Coastal Conservation League 
is concerned that the ships bring in too many people 
too quickly, causing congestion and pollution. The 
environmental group is suggesting offi cials approve 
rules to further regulate the industry.
DALLAS — The worst Texas oil spill in more than 
15 years was contained Monday, and authorities 
credit a massive emergency response with averting an 
environmental disaster.
About 462,000 gallons of oil spilled when an 800-
foot tanker headed for an Exxon Mobil Corp. refi nery 
in Beaumont collided Saturday with a vessel pushing 
two barges. As of Monday, roughly 220,000 gallons of 
oil had evaporated, dispersed or been recovered, the 
U.S. Coast Guard said.
PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti — The collapse of much of 
Haiti’s capital has a large part of the nation struggling 
just to fi nd a place to sleep.
As many as 1 million people — one person in nine 
across the entire country — need to fi nd new shelter, 
the United Nations estimates, and there are too few 
tents, let alone safe buildings, to put them in.
That leaves about 700,000 other people living on 
the streets around Port-au-Prince under whatever they 
can salvage. In the case of Jean Anthony’s family, that’s 
a blue plastic tarpaulin for a ceiling and a faded pink 
sheet with a fl oral print border for two walls.
Plan ● Continued from 1
some kind of an earthquake risk,” Cutter said. 
“Most of the death toll came from building 
collapses.”
In the United States, the Uniform Building 
Code recommends that roofs of large buildings 
be made fl exible to sustain large earthquakes. 
The State House and the Calcott Building 
on campus were recently retrofi tted to better 
prepare for earthquakes, according to Cutter.
South Carolina is not known for a large 
amount of seismic activity, but a magnitude 3.6 
quake was recorded southwest of Summerville 
Dec. 16, 2008 . No deaths were reported from 
the quake, according to the U.S. Geological 
Survey.
The largest earthquake on record in South 
Carolina occurred Sept. 1, 1886 in Charleston . 
The magnitude 7.3  quake killed 60 people and 
caused an estimated $5-$6 million of damage .
Columbia has a 10 percent chance of 
experiencing a magnitude 4.75 earthquake or 
greater in the next 50 years, according to the 
U.S. Geological Survey .
“In a place like South Carolina, you have 
to adhere to some earthquake standards in 
buildings even though it’s a really infrequent 
event,” Cutter said. “But we would still get 
major damage if an earthquake of Haiti’s 
magnitude hit in the United States.”
Cutter said the earthquake that struck Port-
au-Prince was a relatively shallow tremor, 
meaning the vibrations were very close to the 
surface. In a city with nearly three million 
residents, Cutter said the population density of 
Port-au-Prince also contributed to the massive 
death toll.
“They have to find adequate shelter and 
provide food and water to a very large displaced 
population,” Cutter said. “And then they’re 
going to have to go through the process of 
reestablishing effective government.” 
For Cutter, the commitment to rebuild 
Haiti will have to last longer than news of the 
earthquake remains in headlines.
“It’s going to be a massive effort and 
the money that’s coming now needs to be 
sustained,” Cutter said. “It can’t just be this 
month’s gift. It’s going to take a very, very 
long time to provide adequate resources to 
effectively recover.” 
Haiti ● Continued from 1
Comments on this story? 
E-mail sagcknew@mailbox.sc.edu
Comments on this story? 





Where: Russell House 
303
What: SHARE General 
Meeting 
When: 6:30 p.m.










What: Hillel Weekly 
Meeting 
When: 7:30 p.m.
Where: RH, Room 303
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Garnet & Black
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• We come to you 
• Special student rates 
• Great for student groups, 
organizations or events!
Relax, rejuvenate & Learn
SEE OFFICE FOR DETAILS 
scsuites.com
803.779.3280 | 112 SILO COURT
TEXT SUITES TO 47464 FOR INFO
storage closets
upgraded fitness center
apply today for Fall 2010
private bedrooms

In case you haven’t heard, the University of 
Kentucky basketball team, which apparently is pretty 
good, will be taking the fl oor at Colonial Life Arena 
tonight to square off against the Gamecocks. 
Actually, scratch that — UK is very good. 19-0 
good. No. 1 in the nation good. As a result, tonight’s 
game will be on national 
television and likely be the 
highest profi le USC game 
this season.
On paper,  it  doesn’t 
look promising. But then 
again, neither did USC vs. 
No. 4 Ole Miss back in 
September. 
So, Garnet Army, make 
sure each and every one of you is situated on the 
corner of College and Lincoln streets come 9 p.m. 
Not only is this a chance to support our men’s 
basketball team; it’s a chance to show the nation what 
the University of South Carolina is about. Don’t be 
scared off by the late start time or the seeming tough 
odds. Remember, the student body has already helped 
carry the Gamecocks to one upset this academic year; 
why not another? 
So throw on your garnet camoufl age tonight, get 
down to the arena and be loud and proud. Go Cocks. 
Being a global superpower is tough. The 
United States of America is arguably the most 
powerful nation in the world. However, that 
power comes with repercussions as well as 
responsibilities.
The actions we choose to (or not to) take 
are under constant scrutiny by those in the 
international sphere as well as by the political 
opposition within our very own nation. We are 
consistently criticized for showing our military 
might in other countries as we attempt to dispel 
dictatorships and tyrants. We are belittled for 
our foreign agenda — earning a reputation as 
the “playground bully” of the world.  
Unfortunately, not only do we have to contend 
with such statements from other nations, we 
also have to hear them from our own citizens. 
No matter which side of the political spectrum 
you occupy, there is always going to be someone 
bigger and louder than you ready to refute 
any statement you make. That is the beauty 
of a democratic nation. At the same time, it 
often becomes diffi cult to conduct 
business when you have millions of 
uninformed constituents putting 
in t hei r  t wo cent s  regard ing 
foreign policy (a majority of them 
having likely never even set foot 
out of their home state).
The fact is: When those elected 
to power by majority rule make 
t he dec is ion to mobi l ize  t he 
t roops, more t imes than not , 
they are criticized for doing so. 
However, the second a natural disaster strikes an 
impoverished nation, like the recent earthquake 
in Haiti, everyone expects America to send 
aid at lightning speed. The slightest amount 
of delay is scrutinized, and America is deemed 
irresponsible and uncaring about the well-being 
of other nations. We are expected to have the 
funds and manpower readily available to provide 
immediate assistance to those in need.
L i k e  a  w a r,  mob i l i z a t io n  e f f o r t s  o f 
humanitarian aid require logistics, and that often 
takes a good amount of time. Our government 
may not be the most effective organization in 
the world, but fact is that our elected offi cials 
work around the clock to make decisions and 
act accordingly. I challenge you to form and 
enact a rescue plan that is fi nancially plausible 
and see how long it takes — I guarantee you it 
will take more than a night or two. The irony 
of the situation is that those here on the home 
front who complain about America sticking its 
nose in the affairs of other nations are the same 
people who complain that America is not fast 
enough in assisting other nations in times of 
need. It is a sick and twisted double standard 
that our government offi cials have to deal with 
consistently. If you do not want us assisting the 
citizens in Iraq, then you should not advocate for 
our assistance in Haiti — doing so is a logical 
fallacy. 
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CORRECTIONS
The goal of The Daily Gamecock’s 
V i ew p o i n t s  p a g e  i s  to  s t i m u l a te 
discussion in the University of South 
Carol ina community. A l l  publ ished 
authors are expected to provide logical 
arguments to back their views.
The Daily Gamecock encourages 
readers to voice opinions and offers three 
methods of expression: letters to the 
editor, guest columns and feedback on 
dailygamecock.com.
Letters and guest columns should be 
submitted via e-mail to gamecockeditor@
sc.edu. Letters must be 200 to 300 words 
in length and include the author’s name, 
year in school and area of study.
We also invite student leaders and 
USC faculty members to submit guest 
co lumns. Columnists should keep 
submissions to about 500 words in 
length and include the author’s name and 
position. Guest columns are limited to 
three per author per semester. 
The editor reserves the right to edit 
and condense submissions for length 
and clarity, or not publish at all. 
All submissions become the property 
of  The Da i ly Gamecock and must 


















Garnet Army called 
to help bring upset
Criticism of US foreign aid efforts undeserved
Citizens, nations who support help 
for Haiti while denouncing presence 







Remember when it was considered 
improper for actors to sleep in the same bed 
in a TV show if they weren’t married in real 
life? Or when Brooke Shields started posing 
for Calvin Klein in the ‘80s? Her once-racy 
photographs caused controversy back then, 
but compared to today’s advertisements, 
Shields looks almost saintly. Admittedly, 
this may have been a little extreme, and for 
the sake of acting there is nothing wrong 
with lying in the same bed or showing your 
belly button. However, this old “Leave It to 
Beaver” portrayal of values is 
a distant memory, as baring 
it all leaves nothing to the 
imagination, and nudity and 
sex become readily available 
in mainstream media and 
advertising.
Take the popular clothing 
line Abercrombie & Fitch, 
for example. Clothing line, 
you say? That’s funny. The 
last t ime I saw one of its 
advertisements, clothing was 
surprisingly absent. Show a little more and 
you might as well put a clear wrapper on 
it and sell it at the gas station. Advertisers 
have sneakily fi gured out a way to sell sex to 
teenagers by suggestively baring it all and 
pushing the limits.
It is true that sex sells, and TV producers 
take that theory to the bank in Starz’s 
13-episode “Spartacus: Blood and Sand,” 
whose gladiatorial plot includes full frontal 
nudit y and graphic heterosexual and 
homosexual sex scenes. Although Starz is 
not a basic cable channel, even subscribers 
who tune in may be getting more than they 
bargained for. The explicit scenes leave many 
feeling violated and wondering why they 
paid money to see what is basically expensive 
pornography. 
Basic cable networks such as MTV and 
Spike have also capitalized on the sexual 
media revolution. Basic makeout scenes 
and under-the-covers action is no longer 
good enough. Instead, suggestive sex acts 
are the name of the game as Spike’s series 
“Blue Mountain State” heavily suggests 
masturbation and oral sex in many of its 
scenes. MTV’s new series “The Hard Times 
of RJ Berger,” scheduled to premier later 
this year, will revolve around a 15-year-old 
boy whose “anatomical gift,” is revealed in 
front of the whole school, causing instant 
popularity amongst his peers. Although they 
are meant to be innocently comedic, the fact 
that these shows appear on regular cable 
means that people of all ages are granted 
access to these sexually charged programs. 
Soon, the visually graphic scenes on channels 
such as HBO and Starz will infiltrate the 
mass media as desensitization occurs. 
These media and advertising outlets are 
available to the masses and are especially 
aimed at the young teenage population. 
Censoring has no place in advertisements 
or television anymore, and vulgarity is 
disturbingly prevalent. While times have 
changed and no one expects things to 
go back to the way they were in the ‘50s, 
discretion should still be a part of producers’ 
plans when it comes to the promotion of 
products and television shows. 
SEIDEL SAYS
Media sexuality too pervasive
Contemporary television, advertisements 
show shockingly limited discretion,






On paper, it does 
not look promising. 
But neither did USC 
vs. Ole Miss back in 
September.
Fat people
cannot be  
Christians
About The Daily Gamecock
The Daily Gamecock is the 
editorially independent student 
newspaper of the University of 
South Carolina. It is published 
daily during the fall and spring 
semesters and nine times during 
the summer with the exception 
of university holidays and exam 
periods. Opinions expressed in 
The Daily Gamecock are those 
of the editors or author and not 
those of the University of South 
Carolina. 
Th e Board of Student 
Publications and 
Communications is the 
publisher of The Daily 
Gamecock. Th e Department 
of Student Media is 
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In Monday’s article “Students raise money for Partners in Health,” 
by Taylor Cheney, Cheryl Soelh is the administrative coordinator for 
Student Life.  
Dear Editor,
A s a Chr ist ian, I  feel 
compel led to write that 
we need to keep a class of 
abominable sinners out of our 
Church. We need to get rid of 
fat people. The Bible declares 
that gluttony is a destructive 
sin, so we need pastors to call 
out the fat people for their 
sins from the pulpit.
Immediately,  we have 
to ban the v i le pract ice 
of ordaining fat people to 
the ministry and prevent 
unrepentant fatt ies from 
taking Holy Communion. 
Also, keep an eye out for 
sk i n ny people  who a re 
always sitting at McDonald’s 
scarf ing down Big Macs. 
They may be a little “fry-
curious,” and we don’t need 
wolves in sheep’s clothing in 
our midst.
But remember, we are 
supposed to love the sinner 
and hate the sin, so love the 
fat people but don’t allow 
them in your churches, 
small groups or Bible studies 
until they get on a workout 
plan. Sometimes we have to 
practice a little “tough love.”
N o w ,  s o m e  o f  t h e 
overweight individuals will 
say that they cannot help 
their extra pounds because 
of genetics or other nonsense 
like that, but remember: it’s 
all just a sinful choice to eat 
too much and we need to help 
them get the help they need.
Most  people  cou ldn’t 
imagine a real Christ ian 
saying these things, but if 
I were to replace the word 
“gay” every time I said “fat,” 
the statement above would 
reflect the opinion of many 
of those who share my faith. 
I n  f a c t ,  g l u t t o n y  i s 
ident if ied as a sin more 
of ten in the Bible than 
homo s e x u a l i t y.  I t  w a s 
such a destructive practice 
because, at that time, one 
person overeating meant that 
another would have to go 
hungry. 
W hen  one  con s ider s 
these kinds of vast cultural 
differences, the “gay issue” 
becomes a lot less absolute. 
Personally, I’m not sure if 
homosexuality is a sin or if 
sexual orientation is a gift 
from God, but I know the 
theme of the Bible is that we 
show our love for God by the 
way we love other people. 
Therefore, I agree with 
Michael Lambert’s column 
last week that trying to “cure” 
homosexuals is disrespectful 
and incompatible with Jesus’ 
commandment to love our 
neighbors. Christians should 
love and welcome all people 
into our churches and let 
their private matters remain 
between them and God.
Lee Cole
Second-year law student 
NEED RELATIONSHIP ADVICE?  MARILYN JOYNER’S NEW 
RELATIONSHIP COLUMN, “THE UGLY TRUTH,” WILL BE 
PREMIERING IN MONDAY’S PAPER.  SEND IN YOUR DATING 
DILEMMAS TO SAGCKVEW@MAILBOX.SC.EDU.  
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Nick Prueher and Joe Pickett , co-curators of the critically 
acclaimed comedy show, the “Found Footage Festival,” 
came to the Nickelodeon Theatre Sunday evening. The 
act featured VHS videos from the ‘80s and ‘90s along with 
the duo’s comedic commentary. Afterward, Mix staff writer 
Colin Campbell caught up with Prueher for a discussion of 
how the phenomenon got its start.
DG: Introduce yourself to our readers, who are you, how did 
you get where you are?
NP: I’m Nick Prueher. My buddy Joe [Pickett] and I met in 
sixth grade. We had a shared appreciation for things that 
we thought were “so bad they were good.” In 1991, I was a 
freshman in high school, I worked at McDonald’s, and one 
day I found a custodian’s training video in the back. I put it 
in, and couldn’t believe how dumb it was. The instinct was to 
steal it; I took it home and showed it to Joe, and we loved it. 
We’d watch it and make fun of it with a running commentary 
on it. That was the start. From there, we kept our eyes peeled 
for tapes collecting dust on shelves or in thrift stores. We 
started a collection, and then from there, we just took it out 
of the apartment into the movie theater.
DG: How did you come up with the idea? What made you 
two realize the potential for this project?
NP: Our friends were so entertained; I think that’s what it 
was. It started as an inside joke, just to entertain each other 
but when we showed it to our friends and they got kick out of 
it, that’s when we realized we could do something with it. We 
both had a background in comedy (Prueher has worked for 
Colbert and Letterman and Pickett wrote for “The Onion” ), 
and fi ve years ago, we decided to try and make it work. There 
was a bar called “Rifi fi ” in East Village Manhattan that had 
a projection screen [and featured amateur acts]. We asked 
them, got a time, and to our surprise, it sold out. People got 
kick out of it. People outside friends found it funny and we 
were invited to other theaters to show it.
DG: Obviously your act is a compilation of shorts. How do 
you string them all together into one feature?
NP: It’s not one feature, it’s a 90-minute show — a guided 
tour through our video collection. We preface each with 
how and where we found it, which helps to put the videos in 
context. This show would feature, for instance, a montage 
of Saturday morning cartoons or hair and makeup videos 
we found on VHS from the ‘80s and ‘90s. So we’d play 20 of 
these fi ve-minute clips, and between each we offer our take.
DG: Your Web site mentions that all of your shows include 
live comedy. Is that just you two?
NP: Yeah, we sometimes have a pre-taped comedy bit ... 
one thing we love to do is track down the people in the 
videos, talk to them and take pictures of them. We narrate 
slideshows of pictures, plus we’re making smart ass remarks 
the whole time over the videos. It’s just whatever we come up 
with, you know? Lock ourselves in a room, watch the videos 
over and over again, pick out clips we like, and then crack on 
them.
DG: How do videos make the cut for the showcase? Is there 
a procedure or certain process by which you assess their 
merit?
NP: Yeah, actually, the f irst thing is they have to be 
legitimately found, no videos off the internet. Then it has 
to be unintentionally funny: whatever it was trying to do, it 
needs to colossally fail at that. If it makes us laugh, that’s sort 
of the ultimate test.
DG: How do you determine where it’s going to play?
NP: A lot of places come to us, Charleston Comedy Theater 
asked us. And we had done a college show there at USC two 
or three years ago, so we thought we’d try to do another 
one in Columbia, as long as we were in South Carolina. We 
did an internet search, and found the Nick [Nickelodeon] 
Theatre ... we always like going to those types of theaters 
around the country.
DG: How long is the tour?
NP: The current one is nine months. So it started in 
September and goes ‘til June. Then we’ll take the summer 
off, watch some more videos we’ve collected, and get the 
show ready for next fall.
DG: Has the response been what you’d expected?
NP: No, because, we’re still continually surprised that 
people beyond our friends are entertained by this; that tapes 
we fi nd at thrift stores, on dusty shelves, make people laugh. 
Something magical happens; that people get such a kick out 
of it.
DG: Do you still work in television, or have you gone on 
sabbatical to pursue this project?
NP: I had to quit Colbert when we started the tour, since 
I was out of town for most of the week, but Joe and I are 
part-time freelance writers and fi lmmakers. Our new fi lm, 
“Dirty Country,” just came out on DVD and won the 
Audience Award in the South by Southwest Film Conference 
and Festival. 
If you missed “Found Footage Festival” when it came to 
Columbia, all four of their shows are on DVD for purchase 
on the Web site (www.foundfootagefest.com) . The two 
hope to be back in Columbia for next year’s show, Vol. 5, as 
well, so keep a look out next winter. When asked if he had 
anything else to add, Prueher stressed a message to everyone 
on campus: “If you find any old VHSs, home movies, 
exercise videos, kids videos, etc., send it in to us. We’d love 
to have something found in Columbia for the next time we 
come to town.” 
As the smoke clears from 
the car crash of NBC’s “The 
To n i g h t  S h o w ”  d e b a c l e , 
removing the wreckage may 
pose several altogether more 
daunting problems. With the 
broadcast station plummeting 
toward the red and alienating 
more demographics than they 
can win, it’s worth considering 
whether the Peacock has run 
into a dead end.
Conan O’Brien is officially 
gone from NBC after nearly 20 
years working on “SNL,” “Late 
Night with Conan O’Brien” 
and now “The Tonight Show 
with Conan O’Brien.” NBC 
announced several days prior to 
O’Brien’s fi nal show last Friday 
that they would be pay ing 
him and his staff a severance 
settlement of $45 million.
Starting March 1, Jay Leno 
will take back “The Tonight 
Show” at 11:35 p.m. NBC is 
frantically trying to f ill the 
hourlong hole the loss of “The 
Jay Leno Show” creates in its 
nightly schedule from 10 to 11 
p.m. with pilots of new shows.
Meanwhi le,  N BC is st i l l 
poised to lose millions of dollars 
f rom bei ng t he  te lev i s ion 
sponsor of the Winter Olympics, 
as it has not recouped enough 
money from selling ad space.
Now, Conan O’Brien is too 
classy a guy to spend his last 
hour as host of “The Tonight 
Show” blast ing the network 
that f ired him. Instead, he 
talked fl eetingly of NBC as the 
network that hired him and 
created opportunities, however 
brief they may have been.
And while the stipulations of 
Conan’s separation contract say 
he’s not allowed to host another 
show until after Sept. 1, it’s not 
hard to think he’ll bounce back 
and fi nd another home.
Especially in the past two 
weeks, O’Brien’s strengths have 
been made increasingly obvious 
over the flaws his critics point 
to: he’s personable, eccentric and 
skews to younger demographics, 
many of whom hold him in a 
very high regard.
Wherever O’Brien ends up, 
he’ll receive applause at every 
turn. The same may not be true 
of Jay Leno. While the program 
directors at NBC may be the 
ones to blame, and Leno may 
have just wanted to keep his job 
instead of standing up to his 
network, he’s still been painted 
unfavorably at every turn.
The quest ion NBC has to 
deal with now is how to market 
Leno. How does a network 
that’s already lost millions of 
dol lars  in t he last  quar ter 
actually save their block of 
late night programming that’s 
become scathed from the Conan 
O’Brien fallout?
NBC’s been struggling for 
years to compete with the other 
major broadcast stat ions — 
ABC, CBS and FOX — who 
have each developed their own 
staple programming t hat ’s 
helped fund other projects. 
Despite NBC housing several 
of television’s more acclaimed 
shows,  such as  “30 Rock ,” 
they’ve failed to cross into a 
spectrum of broad appeal.
In the end though, this isn’t 
NBC’s biggest problem. Their 
problem seems to be t hey 
don’t know how to market the 
specialized shows they have. 
Conan O’Brien may not have 
had the best rat ings on late 
night, but his ratings grew out 
of his vast appeal in certain 
demographics.
Had N BC focused more 
on h igh l ight ing O’Br ien’s 
individual performing strengths 
than demanding he broaden 
his appeal, they wouldn’t be 
f loundering to stay af loat and 
compete.
Somet imes it ’s not about 
trying to appeal to everyone, but 
generating the biggest appeal 
out of a certain market. That’s 
Entertainment. 




Comments on this story? 




 The Associated Press
Conan O’Brien and “Late Night” staff leave NBC with $45 million severence package in hand.
Nickelodeon features comedy duo
Co-curator of ‘Found Footage Festival’ 




Show creators have worked for stars like Steven Colbert.
Comments on this story? 
E-mail sagcketc@mailbox.sc.edu
Sophomore album promising, 
sounds similar to predecessors
Paper the Operator
Goodbye God- Viper Bite 
Records
★ ★ ★ out of ✩✩✩✩✩ 
  
In reading the lyrics to any one 
of Paper the Operator’s 12 songs 
on their second album, “Goodbye 
God,” it is almost impossible to see 
how this random mashup of words 
and unusual titles could fi t together 
into good music. However, this 
fresh-faced band somehow seems to 
effortlessly seam together lyric and 
harmony using a recipe that relies on 
simplicity and creativity.
W hen l istening to Paper the 
Operator, two bands immediately 
come to mind. The vocals and 
musical accompaniment seem like a 
mixed breed of an early-years-Weezer 
and the more modern Hellogoodbye. 
Many of the tracks effectively blend 
elements of both likeable pop beats 
with more edgy sounding rock. The 
album also offers an equal selection 
of both slowed-down centered tracks 
and upbeat tracks with melodies and 
harmonies that seem to fly around 
the room at will. The track “Days of 
Thunder” is perhaps the best example 
of this, with its synth-heavy beats 
and poppy lyrics. It nets somewhere 
between an updated version of the 
Beach Boys and a song kids can sing 
along to on “Yo Gabba Gabba!” But 
on tracks such as “Secret Song 2” 
the band grows up a little bit and 
edges toward a deeper sound, with 
hauntingly echoing lyrics played over 
simple acoustics.
Lead singer Jon Sebastian’s vocals 
command the music with emotional 
intensity that is both passionate 
and consistent. On the lowdown 
“In a Pickle” , Sebastian turns a 
simple phrase, the title itself, into a 
provocative wail with a comfortable 
ease that often comes to bands with 
a little more mileage on their tires. 
However on the album’s shortest 
track “The Pendulum,” Sebastian 
uses a more electronically methodical 
voice to drive an electro-pop dance 
beat.
Although only a few of Paper 
the Operator’s t racks are over 
three minutes long, their impact 
and thoughtfulness should not be 
doubted. Every song seems to be 
carefully crafted with handpicked 
lyrics that carry the weight of 
understated issues subtly sewn into 
the harmonies. Many albums these 
days lack cohesiveness, but that is 
defi nitely not the case with “Goodbye 
God.” Every track has been tailored 
to this specif ic album, creat ing 
an overal l mood of underly ing 
emotional attachments. Tracks such 
as “Laundrolux” and “Lefty Lucy” 
reveal the band’s focal point of sweet 
love and tenderness in ways that are 
far too gentle to ignore.
Paper the Operator has given 
admirable effort in this album to 
bring forth their own version of 
mixed alt-pop music to the masses. 
It is sad to say however, that this 
may be another band that flies low 
under the radar due to a small lack 
of originality and creative spunk. No 
one single on this album stands out 
as a breakthrough hit for the band, 
and their material is not incredibly 
different from many bands we have 
all heard before. Paper the Operator 
is a little too similar to their pop 
predecessors, but that does not 
mean they are not worth the listen. 
Hopefully as the band progresses, 
their sound will become more refi ned 




Paper the Operator lacks 
refinement, originality 
needed to stand out
Comments on this story? 
E-mail sagcketc@mailbox.sc.edu
 MCT Campus
Alt-pop Paper the Operator reminds 
listeners of more well-known bands.
“When we are unable to fi nd tranquility within 
ourselves, it is useless to seek it elsewhere.” 
— Francois de La Rochefoucauld 
uoaks.com
803.252.2634
21 NATIONAL GUARD RD
great location to campus + pet friendly + resort-style amenities
Inside the Box ◆ By Marlowe Leverette / Th e Daily Gamecock
Spurned ◆ By Jarad Greene
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The White Mule, 1530 Main St. 
FROM THE PEE DEE TO THE SAVANNAH
10 a.m. to 5 p.m., $7
South Carolina State Museum, 301 Gervais 
St. 
CHARLES FUGO FACULTY PIANO RECITAL
7:30 p.m., free
School of Music Recital Hall, 813 Assembly 
St. 
TOMORROW
PAUL BRAZELL, EMILY MCCOLLUM, LEAVING 
LEESBURG, AND MINIMUM WAGE
7:30 p.m., $5 over 21, $8 under 21
New Brookland Tavern, 122 State St. 
CWWYX WINTER EXHIBITION
10 a.m.-5 p.m., free
Gallery 80808, 808 Lady St. 
WORLD WAR I IN 3D
10 a.m., $2-$5
S.C. Confederate Relic Room and Military 
Museum, 301 Gervais St.  
 
DTS, FIST F******* UNICORNS, THE ROGUE 
NATIONS, AND THE MODRATS
7 p.m., $5
New Brookland Tavern, 122 State St. 
ACROSS
1 It’s rarely a hit





16 Apple for the
teacher, perhaps

















32 Pitch from a
personifi ed
spud?
36 Set of standards






41 Like fi ngerpainters?
43 Quiz
44 Some fi ction
45 Sue Grafton’s
“__ for Outlaw”
46 Cost of freedom?
48 Up to, informally
49 Single, for one:
Abbr.
52 Cry during an
escape, and this
puzzle’s title

































13 It’s not always
exact: Abbr.
21 Nick’s wife

























47 Turk, most likely
48 They have highs
and lows

















A R I E S  Yo u  f i n d 
yourself out in front of the 
group. Make th is socia l 
opportunity work for you. 
Base your actions on core 
beliefs.
TAURUS  Enhance 
your power by adopt ing 
enthusiasm for the written 
word. Plan what you say. 
GEMINI  You hear 
things that are tough to 
accept. A distant f r iend 
provides a practical view. 
Listen to the words and trust 
their value.
CANCER Words pop 
out of your mouth before 
you’ve real ly considered 
them. Results vary. Express 
enthusiasm in everything 
y o u  d o .  O t h e r s  w o n’t 
understand.
L E O  A d j u s t  t o 
c i rc u mst a nces  a nd you 
can’t go wrong. Relax with 
a friend or associate as you 
continue to get work done. 
V I RG O I f  you cou ld 
s t ay home today,  you’d 
accomplish more. If that’s 
not possible, get a friend to 
help with the heavy lifting. 
L I BR A  C o n t i n u e 
imaginat ive and creat ive 
e f f o r t s .  Yo u  l o v e  t h e 
direction things are going, 
a nd  a s soc iate s  prov ide 
additional energy. Revise the 
wording carefully.
SCORPIO  People 
come at you from different 
d i rec t ions ,  push ing for 
decisions and pressuring for 
money.  
SAGIT TARIUS 
Information comes in from 
two different sources. On 
one hand, fi nances improve. 
On the other, time pressures 
drain your energy. 
CAPRICORN  I f 
you f ind yourself playing 
an “us against them” game, 
make sure your partner is on 
your team. That way you can 
be pretty sure what to say 
and when.
AQUA RIUS  You 
have a brilliant idea in mind 
from the moment you wake 
up. There are plent y of 
opportunities to make this 
a reality as you work closely 
with a partner.
PISCES You want to 
be the ruler of your domain. 
To  m a ke  t h at  h app en , 
understand your needs and 




There’s been a major debate of utmost 
signifi cance rippling through America 
of late. No, not health care. Nor how to 
jumpstart the economy. Or immigration 
reform.
Nope, I’m talking about court-storm 
etiquette. College basketball’s unique 
spontaneous show of euphoria has 
become rather diluted of late, and we’ve 
got to put an end to the shenanigans 
immediately.
The short-term causations for this 
initiative have been the irrational fl oor 
rushes of the Michigan 
and Clemson st udent 
bodies after wins over 
mediocre UConn and 
North Carolina teams , 
but we can’t blame Ann 
Arbor and Tigertown for 
everything. This stupidity 
has been brewing for 
a while, but it’s f inally 
boiled over.
Since I’m a solutions-
oriented guy, I spoke with some of the 
best and brightest hoops minds I know, 
did some research and came up with 
a checklist every college basketball 
fan should consult before they tear off 
towards that multi-thousand-person 
group hug and risk a broken neck. 
Without further adieu, The Instances of 
Acceptable Court-Storm Engagement:
-You are not UCLA, Duke, North 
Carolina, Kansas or Kentucky
Those magical f ive are eternally 
banned from ever entertaining a court-
storm because of the simple fact that 
they are the fi ve most storied programs 
in the game. Indiana will rejoin this 
group once Tom Crean fi nishes cleaning 
up Kelvin Sampson’s mess and returns 
the Hoosiers to glory.
-Your team wins a conference 
grudge match at the buzzer
Let’s say team A beat team B in the 
previous season’s conference tournament 
in a barnburner, ending team B’s NCAA 
tournament hopes. If team B defeats 
team A on a miracle shot the next season 
in the fi rst meeting since between the 
two teams, a storm is okay.
–Your team wins a rivalry game at 
the buzzer
Normally rivalry games are a whole 
lot of “We’ve been here before” and 
“It’s just another game,” but if you win 
at the end, feel free to let loose. This 
especially applies to games that only 
happen once a year (Georgia-Georgia 
Tech, USC-Clemson).
-Your unranked team knocks off a 
ranked opponent
Keep it within reason though. If you 
beat No. 25, keep your butt in the seat. 
If you are one of the cavalcade of  teams 
that “received votes” in the polls, also 
remain calm and off the fl oor. 
-If both teams are ranked, there 
must be at least 20 spots’ difference 
between the two
That’s why I loved it when Kansas 
State beat Texas and the fans didn’t do 
anything except cheer. When you’re 
close to as highly regarded as the other 
side, you should expect to get the job 
done.
–Your team is a mid-major who won 
its conference tournament at home
Many of the smaller leagues don’t play 
their tourneys at neutral sites, but rather 
at the home court of the regular season 
champ, so one or two teams clinch their 
automatic bid every year on their home 
fl oor. The fl oor can be stormed in that 
situation.
–Your team upsets the No. 1 team 
in the nation
A no-brainer if there ever was one. 
Except don’t do it when it happens 
tonight, because of the burdensome 
$25,000 bill the SEC will send and the 






USC needs balance, strong transitions 




Mary Ann Chastain / The Associated Press
Demontez Stitt and the Clemson Tiger faithful hoop and holler after an 83-64 
defeat of then-ranked North Carolina earlier this year in Death Valley. 
Th e Complete Idiot’s Guide 
to storming the hardwood
Kratch’s tenets on when 
and when not to rush 








Fit, enthusiastic Gamecocks open 2010 season 
hoping to continue last year’s success
Paulina Berkovich
THE DAILY GAMECOCK
1. Kentucky (No 
Change) 
The No. 1 Wildcats (19-
0, 4-0) are now offi cially the 
hunted. It’s time to see how 
they handle that fact. The 
bull’s-eye on UK’s back debuts 
tonight.
2. Vanderbilt (Up 1) 
This is going to be one 
tough week for the No. 21 
Commodores (15-3, 4-0)  with 
road trips to Lexington and 
Knoxville. 
3. Tennessee (Down 1) 
It’s kind of tough fault the 
No. 14 Vols (15-3, 3-1) for 
running into a buzzsaw game 
at Georgia , but then again, 
that’s the type of game most 
Bruce Pearl teams find ways 
to win. 
4. Mississippi State 
(No Change) 
The Bulldogs (15-4, 3-1) 
had been living on the edge 
through the fi rst three games 
of SEC play, and they fi nally 
fell over at Alabama Saturday . 
Nevertheless, they remain the 
class of the western division. 
5. Ole Miss (No 
Change) 
The No. 18 Rebels (15-4, 
3-2) didn’t look very good at 
times this past week, but they 
got wins over South Carolina 
and LSU , and that’s all that 
really matters as they try to 
build a resume for March.
6. Alabama (No 
Change) 
Anthony Grant’s Crimson 
Tide (12-7, 2-3) fi nally got its 
big SEC win, knocking off 
Mississippi State 62-57 on 
Saturday after near misses 
against Vandy and Tennessee . 
7. Florida (Up 1)
With one smooth-as-silk 
shot, Chandler Parsons and 
the Gators (14-5, 3-2) knocked 
off South Carolina at the 
buzzer and put themselves 
right back into the national 
discussion. 
8. South Carolina 
(Down 2) 
The Florida game was a 
horrif ic punch to the gut 
for USC (11-8, 2-3) , but the 
Gamecocks did get a lot 
of the litt le things coach 
Da r r i n  Hor n ha s  been 
preaching about. 
9. Georgia (Up 2) 
A t h e n s  w a s  r o c k i n g 
on Saturday night as the 
Bulldogs (9-8, 1-3) absolutely 
hammered Tennessee , giving 
new coach Mark Fox a very 
impressive first conference 
win. 
10. Auburn (No 
Change) 
The Tigers (10-10, 1-4) 
have undoubtedly played a 
tough first five games in the 
league, but they had better get 
going a bit. 
11. Arkansas (Down 
2) 
The 101-70 waxing at the 
hands of UK really damaged 
the spoi ler prof i le many 
thought Arkansas (8-11, 1-3) 
would fi ll this year. There’s a 
lot of work to be done in the 
Ozarks for John Pelphrey’s 
crew. 
12. LSU (No 
Change)
The Tigers (9-10, 0-5) are 
reeling, and there doesn’t 
seem to be any end in sight 
for the young team, as their 
next four games are against 
Alabama, Mississippi State, 
Tennessee and Kentucky. 
James Kratch
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR
The No. 17 USC women’s tennis team will open its season today 
against Furman, looking to carry its success from last year over into 
the 2010 campaign. In 2009, the Gamecocks had a record of 17-11 
and reached the round-of-eight in the NCAA tournament.
Senior Ana Marija Zubori will lead the way for Carolina, as 
she enters the season ranked No. 38 in the nation. Zubori is the 
only senior of a team that features six freshmen. Other returning 
members include junior Miljana Jocic and sophomores Anya 
Morgina and Dijana Stojic . Morgina enters the season ranked No. 
69 in the country.
Coach Arlo Elkins has been impressed by the players’ preparation 
and enthusiasm as they approach the season-opener. 
“We’re getting some really competitive matches during practice, 
and it’s encouraging to see,” he said. “The players that we have 
coming back this year are fi ery players and enthusiastic players from 
the team last year, but I think more than that is that these girls, 
really, they all want to be in the lineup.”
Stojic missed a substantial amount of playing time last year, but 
Elkins believes that she will perform well this season. 
“She had to sit out all last fall, and she couldn’t play the fi rst eight 
matches last year,” he said. “Once she started playing last spring, and 
into the fall, now she’s really much more fi t, and that’s going to pay 
off for us, I think, in the future.”
The team’s workouts have emphasized both strength conditioning 
and running to prepare the players for physically demanding 
matches. “They all look really fi t, and they act really fi t, we’re just 
going to have to see how that carries over into the matches,” Elkins 
said. “Hopefully they’re as fi t as they look and as fi t as they act.”
The match against Furman will begin at 5 p.m. at the Indoor Field 
House, and Elkins is confi dent in his team.
“We’re looking forward, and we’re ready to get that fi rst match out 
of the way,” he said. 
Comments on this story? 
E-mail sagckspt@mailbox.sc.edu
Carolina vs. Furman 
5:00 p.m. 
Indoor Tennis Facility 
WOMEN’S TENNIS
Sam Bennett / THE DAILY GAMECOCK
Devan Downey will need the support of his 
teammates if USC is to defeat Kentucky.
With the stunning road loss to Florida still 
fresh in its mind, USC will host the No. 1 
Kentucky Wildcats tonight . The Wildcats are 
coming off a 31-point route of the Arkansas 
Razorbacks, the Razorbacks’ largest defeat 
in SEC history , and are the only remaining 
unbeaten team in the country .
“ I t ’s  a  g r e a t  o p p o r t u n i t y,”  D e v a n 
Downey said. “Some people never have this 
opportunity. You can go to a school for four 
years and win four national championships, 
but you may never have the opportunity to 
play the No. 1 team in the country, so it’s just 
a great opportunity for us.”
USC coach Darrin Horn  doesn’t think 
energy or motivation will be a problem.
“If I have to motivate you for this one there’s 
something wrong with you. I would think 
anybody would be excited to take part in this 
one,” Horn said. “Most importantly for this 
team and our program to have a chance to go 
out and keep building and put ourselves in a 
position at home to down the stretch be in the 
game and make some plays to win.”
In order to have a chance at the end of the 
game though, the Gamecocks still need to see 
some more production from the players not 
named Downey. 
“I don’t think it’d be a news fl ash to anybody 
that we have to get a little offensive production 
from some other guys,” Horn said. “I don’t 
know that we necessarily need anybody to step 
up and get us 18 to 20 points a night. Devan’s 
going to score a lot because he’s going to take a 
lot of shots because he’s a great scorer. We just 
need a little more from [the other guys], just so 
there’s some balance there.”
In addition to some much-needed balance in 
the lineup, the transition game will be another 
key for the Gamecocks to pull off the upset. 
Kentucky is young, talented and plays great 
in the open court. Defensively, there probably 
won’t be one guy matched up on any particular 
Wildcat.
“The way they play and the way we’re going 
to have to work transition defense is going 
to be huge tomorrow night with how good 
they are in the open fl oor,” Horn said. “We’re 
going to see a lot of guys with a lot of different 
matchups tomorrow.”
Not many people are betting on Carolina 
on Tuesday night. USC doesn’t seem to be too 
worried about that. 
“This is fun,” Horn said. “This is why you 
want to be in this league and at this level.” 
Comments on this story? 
E-mail sagcketc@sc.edu
classifieds
Place  a  C lass i f i ed  ad :  p  803-777-3888  • f  803-777-6482  • www.da i lygamecock .com
E-ma i l :  sho lmes@mai lbox .sc .edu  • Of f ice  hours :  M-F 8 :30  am -  5  pm •  Russe l l  House ,  Rm.  343
Additional Info
DEADLINE Additional options
Major credit cards acceptedLine classified ad rates
Two-line minimum
Lines average 30 characters in length
Box around ad: $1.25
Logo insertion available for an additional cost
Noon, 1 business day prior
to publication
First insertion: $2.50 per line
Subsequent: $1.50 per line
Announcements
Carolina Girl Casting Call
Do you define CAROLINA GIRL? If you 
think that you have the GRITS then 
throw on your favorite jeans, slide into 
your flops and get on down to
Grandma’s in 5PTS
Tuesday Jan 26th 
from 7-10pm 
or Carolina Ale House in the 
Vista  Wed. Jan 27th 7-10PM 
for your chance to be a part of a state-
wide marking campaign. Must be 21 
years of age or older. For more info visit  
www.postnobills.com
Lifeguard Training & CPR re-certifica-
tion classes offered at Harbison. For 
more info contact D. Cartee @ 781-2281
Apartments
ON A BUDGET? Come to Cornell Arms 
Apts. 2BR for $750 which inclds all 
util-electric, water, cable internet. 
No Sec Dep.  Call Glenn 799-1442
1-5 BR Apts For Rent @ USC 
318-0800 or rajaluri@aeliusa.com
Housing-Rent
Modern Rosewood Home Extral Cool 
2BR 1BA w/office.Maple flrs. Stainless 
appl. & counters $865/mo  513-9354
Housing-Rent
1-2-3-5BR Houses  $345-$1395
Shandon Area Available Now 318-0729
Help Wanted
BARTENDING up to $250/day . No exp 
nec, training prov’d 800-965-6520 X 253.
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS!
$15 base-appt, flexible schedules, cus-
tomer sales/svc, all ages 18+ conditions 






We play Zeppelin & originals email 
mcgonegc@mailbox.sc.edu
Services
PREGNANT,  NEED HELP? 




Spanish Tutor experienced. Grammar 





for the Office of General Counsel @ SC 
Voc Rehab Dept near Airport. Duties: 
Organizing & archiving files & operating 
various office equipment. Please call 
Cathy Smith @ 896-6553 
MUST HAVE WORK STUDY AWARD!
Travel
BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK 
$189.00 5-DAYS or $239 7-DAYS.
All prices include: Round-trip luxury 
cruise with food. Accommodations on 
the island at your choice of thirteen 
resorts. Appalachia Travel. 
www.BahamaSun.com 800-867-5018
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